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Life
in a New Light
It is amazing how fundamentally different everything looks with a beautiful
floor. Rooms show character – and all of a sudden they appear spacious and
deeply comfortable. The wood’s naturalness and warmth transforms the
ambience of the home and has a lasting positive effect on the quality of life.
All the more so if the parquet is of excellent provenance. There’s nothing
better than exceptional quality to show your home in a new light! Take
design to a higher level and enjoy living with HARO.
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Welcome to
HARO
Company management in
the fourth and fifth generations:
Peter Hamberger and
Dr. Peter M. Hamberger

The success of our brand is not by chance. Our family business has an
almost 150-year tradition in woodworking. With our love for natural wood
and our passion for cutting-edge innovations we combine natural beauty
with style and design. With our trend-setting developments, our tireless
striving for perfection and our deep commitment to sustainability we have
become Germany’s leading parquet manufacturer. The brand today stands
for premium quality parquet in more than 90 countries around the world –
whether it’s our finely-crafted, hand-worked parkettmanufaktur parquet or
our wide variety of Plank 1-Strips and Longstrips, or our new broad Plaza
plank.
Explore our wide variety of products and be inspired by the most beautiful
parquets for your home.
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We focus on:
1. Quality
For us as a family business, a consistent high quality is one of the pillars of
our success. HARO brand-name quality is entirely made in Germany. The
decades of experience in producing parquet and laminate flooring ensure
perfect engineering and the legendary reliability of our products even under
demanding conditions. The best proof is our sports floors, which are used
at the Olympic Games and in major arenas around the world.

2. Sustainability
Deeply rooted in the Bavarian Alpine region, our family business has a long
tradition of working with the natural raw material wood. Through this
experience we have developed a great respect for our most important
supplier: nature. Sustainability has been an integral part of our day-to-day
business for almost 150 years. The majority of the wood we use is sourced
from within Europe. In this way, we can achieve short transport distances
with a significantly reduced ecological footprint. HARO Parquet is also 100%
PEFC certified. Even waste wood from our production is put to good use.
Our combined heat and power plant converts it to green energy.
3. Variety
The fulfilment of individual customer wishes has always been paramount to
us. That’s why our ranges offer a choice like nowhere else. Take your pick
from almost 200 different Plank 1-Strips, Longstrips and Toscana Planks. An
almost limitless variety to suit all tastes and demands.

4. Innovation
What drives us is the aim not to settle for good but to strive for excellence.
With a keen sense for customer needs we develop innovative products
and technological solutions that often put us more than one step ahead of
the competition. Take the sunProtect UV protection, for example, or the
particularly natural retro brushed texture, or the environmentally friendly
clean & green floor care series.
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HARO PARQUET Know-How

DESIGNS

FORMATS AS DESIGN ELEMENTS
1. Longstrip:
Clear and crisp look provided by
three parallel strips.
Dimensions: 180 x 2200 mm
(7 3/32’’ x 86 5/8’’)
2. Plank 1-Strip:
The modern parquet classic in the
plank design creates a spacious
effect.
Dimensions: 180 x 2200 mm
(7 3/32’’ x 86 5/8’’)
or 173 x 2200 mm
(6 13/16’’ x 86 5/8’’)

1

2

3

1
2
3
4

QUALITY THROUGH AND THROUGH
Solid wood floors have some major
drawbacks. Humidity fluctuations
can cause the wood to warp,
uneven subfloors require
time-consuming sanding prior to
installation, etc. In addition, a large
amount of precious hardwood is
needed to produce just a few
square metres of flooring.

Multilayer parquet from HARO
easily solves these issues by using
a balanced 3-layer construction
with grains running in different
directions. This reduces the natural
swelling and shrinking of the wood
by up to 70%. And compared to
solid wood floors, multilayer parquet
is also the better choice in terms of
sustainability, eco-friendliness,
and price-performance ratio.

The compact plank format is ideal
for making small rooms look larger.
Dimensions: 120 x 1000 mm
(4 23/32’’ x 39 3/8’’)

1. Precious wood wear layer,
approx. 3.5 mm (1/8’’) thick,
made of carefully selected, well
seasoned and dried wood
2. Middle layer, made of solid
spruce fingerstrips of a uniform
wood moisture content for
maximum dimensional stability
3. Bottom layer, backing veneer
made of softwood for improved
stability
4. Optional: Insulation layer for a
sound-absorbing effect and to
reduce strain on body joints and
spine, available in rolls or
factory-bonded to board underside

PERFECT ENGINEERING
Wood is a living material and
affected by fluctuations in ambient
conditions. A solid wood floor
shrinks in the wintertime because
of the low air humidity, and swells
in the warmer, more humid
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4. Plank Toscana:

4

CONSTRUCTION

3-LAYER CONSTRUCTION

3. Plank 1-Strip Plaza:
New trendy plank width for an
impressive spacious look and a
high-class appearance.
Dimensions: 240 x 2200 mm
(9 7/16’’ x 86 5/8’’)

seasons. This causes warping as
shown in the illustration.
3-layer HARO PARQUET has been
engineered so that these forces
have no effect on the beauty and
durability of the floor.

There’s more to HARO PARQUET than meets the eye. Our decades of experience, the continuous
improvements and our innovative solutions ensure that you can always rely on cutting-edge technology
and maximum performance. What better basis for creating a sophisticated and comfortable living
space? Get to know the inner values, the superior engineering and the many advantages of our Plank
1-Strip, Plank Toscana and Longstrip parquets – and find the floor of your dreams.

MOISTURE PROTECTION

DON’T GIVE MOISTURE A CHANCE!
The moisture protection for our
parquet floors is yet another
feature that reflects our high
quality standards. The efforts we
make go far beyond the standard.
without

with aquaShield

Water drops stay on the surface of
our multilayer parquet, repelled by
the impregnated joints between
the individual top-layer strips of
the parquet board*.

* for Longstrip Beech and Maple from the 4000 series, with 13.5 mm (17/32’’) thickness

COLOUR CHANGES
After years of natural sunlight exposure

Natural colour tone
Thermo Oak Forte

NATURAL CHANGES

African Oak

Wood is a natural material; its colour
changes when exposed to light and
UV light. While light wood gets
darker with time, dark wood species
tend to lighten. Why is that? It is
because of lignin, which is a key
wood compound. Lignin changes the
colour of the wood when exposed to
sunlight. Tropical wood species can
strongly alter when exposed to light.
Iroko and Merbau wood tend more
towards a dark brown tone. The
wood types with the steadiest colour
tones are African Oak, Oak Carbon
Black and the solid-coloured wood
types of parkettmanufaktur by
HARO – almost no colour alteration.

Wenge
Walnut
Merbau
Thermo Ash Mezzo
Amber Robinia
Smoked Oak
American Cherry
Oak
Ash Trend
Beech Steamed
Larch
Sycamore Maple
Canadian Maple

WOOD HARDNESS

WOOD HARDNESS TEST
15

Canadian Maple
Sycamore Maple
Beech
Oak
Oak, Carré
Ash
Iroko
American Cherry
Larch
Merbau
American Walnut
Robinia
Wenge
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HB in N/mm2

Hardness is an important criterion
for selecting the right parquet for an
application. Each wood type has a
different hardness, which is not
given as a single fixed value, but
indicated by a hardness range that
varies depending on the tree’s
natural growth. Wood hardness is
measured with the Brinell test, in
which a 10 mm diameter steel ball is
pressed into the wood surface with a
specified force and for a specified
time. The Brinell hardness number
(HB) is then calculated from the size
of the indentation left in the wood.
The harder the wood, the higher the
Brinell hardness number.
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On surfaces we give
our best

Acrylic resins

Top layer

Top layer

The durable
finish
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Oil/wax
Top layer

SURFACE FINISHES

The natural look
oil/wax finish

Natural oil

The “breathing”
natural oil finish

INGREDIENTS
Q Acrylic resins

INGREDIENTS
Q Oils and waxes

INGREDIENTS
QIngredients based on natural raw
materials, such as linseed oil and
mineral constituents

HOW IT WORKS
QHigh-grade, UV-cured acrylic
resins coat the wood with a
protective varnish, making the
parquet surface tough and
resistant to abrasion, scratches
and stains.

HOW IT WORKS
QWax forms an effective protective
film on the floor surface, with a
matt, natural looking shine. The
oils are absorbed into the upper
layers of the parquet floor. They
impregnate the wood and
emphasise its beautiful natural
grainage.

HOW IT WORKS
QThe naturaLin floor care oil
penetrates deep into the pores of
the wood and protects the parquet
floor from dirt and from drying out.
The wood pores are not closed; the
wood can breathe and retains its
natural look and feel.

PERFECT FOR
Anyone who is looking for a
particularly durable parquet floor
that is easy to maintain.

PERFECT FOR
Anyone who is looking for a parquet
floor with a natural look and easy
care.

PERFECT FOR
Anyone who is looking for a very
expressive and natural parquet floor.

CARE
QDry cleaning with broom or
vacuum cleaner.
QDamp cleaning with clean & green
natural, when required.

CARE
QDry cleaning with broom or vacuum
cleaner.
QDamp cleaning with clean & green
natural, when required.
QRegular renewal of the surface
finish with clean & green aqua oil
after heavy wear and tear.

CARE
QDry cleaning with broom or vacuum
cleaner.
QRegular damp wiping with clean &
green natural protects against dirt,
wear and tear.
QRegular renewal of the surface
finish with naturaLin Oil or clean
& green aqua oil after heavy wear
and tear.

One look at the grades shows our keen sense of the nuances in the different wood species. The skilful
combination of wood grade and surface finish emphasises the natural wood grain and makes the floor
look even more fascinating. HARO PARQUET offers a wide variety to choose from – from the very
expressive natural oil finish to the very durable easy-care finish.

GRADES

WELL-BALANCED DIVERSITY
No two pieces of wood are alike,
even if they come from the same
tree. Heartwood looks different
than wood from the outer regions
of the tree trunk. And depending
on the wood species, wood from
higher areas of the tree may have
more knots than wood from further
down. There are many criteria that
define the typical character of a
grade. But one thing never
changes: it takes the keen eyes of
our experienced production staff
to ensure accurate grading. No
machine is that exact – and that’s
why our top-layer strips are always
graded by hand. This makes sure
that we can consistently meet
your – and our own – high quality
standards.

HARO PARQUET LONGSTRIP

Exquisit §
QChoice top-layer strips of uniform
texture and colour
QLook: Subtle, distinguished, elegant

Trend U
QNatural wood grain with a few small
knots
QLook: Natural, classical, timeless

Tundra
QWider colour variances in the wood
QLook: Vivid, vibrant
QWith Beech: Natural amount of knots
QWith Oak: Natural amount of sapwood

Favorit
QWell-balanced combination of
subtle and vibrant top layer strips
QLook: Appealing colour variances,
vivid effect

Family
QVibrant combination of Terra and
Tundra, with a natural amount of
knots and sapwood
QLook: Vivid, vibrant,
rustic

Sauvage
QLarge amount of distinctive knots and
dark filled points
QLook: Trendy, rustic

Terra
QNatural, rustic wood texture with large
amount of knots
QLook: Vibrant, rustic

Country
QStrong

variances in colour, with dark
heartwood (Beech, Ash)
QLook: Rich variances in colour

HARO PARQUET PLANK 1-STRIP, PLANK TOSCANA

Note: With exotic wood, marks that are
typical of the type of wood may form
(mineral effects).
§, U, , graded in acc. with EN 13489,
4.4; all others graded in acc. with EN
13489, B

Exklusiv
QChoice top-layer strips of uniform
texture and colour
QLook: Subtle, distinguished, elegant

Markant
QWood grain with natural
amount of knots
QLook: Natural, classical, timeless

Sauvage
QNatural to vibrant wood texture with a
greater amount of knots
QCracks, filled points and worm holes
possible
QLook: Trendy, rustic

Country
QStrong variances in colour, may
contain light-coloured sapwood and
knots (Oak, Walnut) or dark heartwood
(Ash)
QLook: Vibrant, expressive

Arizona
QWood grain with a number of knots
and black puttied cracks
QLook: Individual, rustic

Alabama
QLively wood texture with authentic
amount of knots and a number of black
puttied cracks

Q Look: Individual, rustic, authentic
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Comfort with every step –
and with easy installation

INSULATION UNDERLAYS
Pleasant for you when the sound level in
the room is perceptibly minimised.

FOOTFALL SOUND
REDUCTION
19 db**

ROOM SOUND
REDUCTION
30%*

It will especially please your neighbours when
your steps do not sound like thunder.

* Maximum individual values achieved in accordance with the EPLF Impact Hammer test
(compared to reference floor)
** According to DIN 140-8

SILENT PRO INSULATION UNDERLAY
Our Silent Pro insulation underlay
provides excellent insulation against
footfall and room sound. Thanks to
the high elasticity provided by the
mineral fillers, it creates a pleasant
“forest floor effect”.
Silent Pro:
Based on PUR with mineral fillers.
Thickness: approx. 3 mm (1/8’’).
Footfall sound improvement: 19 db
Room sound improvement: 30%
Silent Pro DS: Additionally with
integrated vapour barrier (SD > 100 m).
Specifications same as Silent Pro.
Silent ECO: High-quality acoustic mat
with excellent footfall and room
sound properties; material based on
vegetable oils with mineral fillers.
Thickness: approx. 2 mm (3/32’’).
Footfall sound improvement: 18 db
Room sound improvement: 27%
All our insulation underlays are
suitable for installation over
underfloor heating.

UNDERFLOOR HEATING
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INTEGRATED
INSULATION LAYERS
Silent Pro is particularly efficient
when factory-bonded to the
underside of the board (minimum
quantity: 10 sq.m, 107.6 sq.ft).
The permanent connection between
parquet board and insulation
prevents the formation of gaps or
voids which would reduce the
insulating effect. This also has the
advantage that insulation and
installation can be done in a single
work step.

Due to its low thermal resistance,
HARO PARQUET is excellently suited
for installation over underfloor
heating.

INSULATION UNDERLAYS
We recommend an insulation
underlay for all hard subfloors. They
help to increase the resilience of
the floor, absorb footfall and room
sound, and level minor irregularities
of the subfloor.

For all those wanting to treat themselves with a little more comfort, insulation underlays are a must.
The slightly springy resilience not only has a relieving effect on ears, joints and spine, but footfall and
room sound are minimised as well – which will not only please you but also your neighbours.

INSTALLATION SYSTEM

Angle in

TOP RESULTS WITH TOP CONNECT
Professional installation for
everyone – easier and quicker than
ever. Top Connect is probably the
world’s easiest installation system
with which you can install
your HARO quality floor in your
room in next to no time, without
any tools – and, by the way, you
can remove it just as easily when
moving out.

Press

Finished

QVery quick to

install
system for
professional results
QEasy to put in, easy to take out
QSecure connections at the side
and end joints
QSuitable for glue-down
installation
QHigh-precision

Floating
installation

Glue-down
installation

COMFORTEC
INSTALLATION SYSTEM
Room sound

+++

Walking comfort

+++

Installation without end
or transition mouldings

+++

Ready to “live on” immediately

O

Unpleasant odours/fumes

:

Quick, easy and
clean installation

O

+++ excellent

O satisfying

+++
+++
+++
+++
+++
+++

O
O
O

+++
+++
+++

: depending on the adhesive type

TOP CONNECT WITH COMFORTEC
HARO’s ComforTec innovation
with self-adhesive parquet boards
is an ideal supplement to the
revolutionary Top Connect
installation system.

Q The

highest level of installation quality combined
with the fastest possible installation system
Q Ready for immediate use
Q No adhesive, no harmful substances
Q Walk with the pleasant acoustic of a glued down
floor

Q Suitable

for use with underfloor heating
without the need for end or
transition mouldings (up to a door width of 150 cm,
59 1/16’’)
Q Extensive range with the most popular types of wood
Q Available for Longstrip, Plank 1-Strip and Plank
Toscana parquet
Q Seamless appearance
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Brand-name accessories –
designed to perfectly match your floor

STAIR NOSES –
THE HIGHEST LEVEL OF PERFECTION
We pay great attention to detail to
visually integrate stairs, corners
and side edges with the HARO
PARQUET installed in the room.
That’s why we provide matching
stair noses for your HARO parquet
floor. Our accessories range also
features new products for creating
a perfectly coordinated look:
Pre-engineered solutions for the
side edging of stairs fitted with
HARO PARQUET stair noses
(only suitable for straight flights
of stairs). With special system
solutions for HARO Parquet

(4000 series), Laminate Floor
(Tritty 100) and Celenio (8 mm,
5/16’’), HARO also gives you the
possibility to decorate your walls
with your favourite floor.

Wall design with HARO Parquet

SKIRTINGS –
EASY-FIT SOLUTIONS
Matching or contrasting the floor –
our range of skirtings provides the
finishing touch for every taste. For
more information about the sheer
endless design possibilities please
contact your HARO dealer.
Our sophisticated skirting system
makes it especially easy for you.
Attach the fastening clips to the
wall, slip the skirtings on – done.

CARE –
CLEAN AND ECO-FRIENDLY
For regular care of HARO PARQUET
we have developed the innovative,
sustainable clean & green floor
care series. Kind to health and the
environment, it makes cleaning
and care of all our floors easier
than ever before.
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®

Quick, easy and natural maintenance of all floors

For regular dry cleaning of the
HARO floor coverings, we
recommend vacuum cleaners from
Kärcher. For regular damp cleaning,
we recommend the flat wet-mops
Ultramat Klassik, WischMat extra or
Premium 5 from Vileda.

HARO not only promises quality, but also delivers it. You can see this from our products and our
comprehensive range of accessories designed to perfectly match the floor covering. Numerous
certificates attest the high level of care and transparency we apply to the materials and production
processes we use to manufacture our products and ensure that they will contribute to a healthy living
environment.

RW10RW10-01

Sustainability
Hamberger Flooring GmbH & Co. KG has been PEFC-certified since
the beginning of 2004. HARO PARQUET is the first parquet brand
to be 100% PEFC certified. This means that all the wood we use is
sourced from certified, sustainably managed forests.
Real Wood
Hamberger Flooring GmbH & Co. KG leads the way in implementing
the Real Wood campaign to ensure real wood floors are correctly
identified as such.

www.realwood.eu

ISO 9001
Our quality management system has been certified in accordance
with DIN EN ISO 9001: 2000 since 1995. It secures workflows in the
company and consequently contributes to maintaining consistent
product quality.
ISO 14001
With the certification according to DIN EN ISO 14001: 2004, we have
committed ourselves to an active environmental management since
1998.

according to Warranty Terms

30
years

WARRANTY
in residential applications

HARO PARQUET 4000

HARO Warranty
In addition to the statutory warranty term, HARO also provides
additional warranties for various product groups. Please note the
respective warranty conditions.
Blue Angel eco label
The Blue Angel has certified the environmental compatibility of our
products since 1992.

Made in Germany
We manufacture all of our quality flooring at a single site in Germany
– with the legendary German high precision engineering.

CE
The CE label confirms that HARO FLOOR coverings comply with all
essential European safety and health directives.

vdp/FEP
Hamberger Flooring GmbH & Co. KG is a member of the Verband der
Deutschen Parkettindustrie e.V. (Association of the German Parquet
Industry) and of the FEP, the European Federation of the Parquet
Industry.

Ü mark
To assure that constructional quality standards are met,
building materials have to be tested and certified with respect
to technical, ecological and health properties. The Ü mark
attests that a national technical approval (“bauaufsichtliche
Zulassung”) has been granted, which is required for all parquet
and wood floors in Germany. For this approval, the materials
used and the emissions are evaluated. Hamberger is the first
manufacturer that has been granted this national technical
approval for two-layer and three-layer parquet by the Deutsche
Institut für Bautechnik (DIBT). This ensures product safety for
manufacturers, dealers and installers. Consumers have the
peace of mind of knowing that the product presents no health
hazards.
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Special Features
2015
The following three double-page spreads present
our special product highlights for 2015. You will
find select parquet surfaces with colours inspired
by nature, generous parquet formats that make
rooms look bigger, and exciting textures that
emphasise the natural character of the wood in
various ways. We have the perfect solution to
fulfil almost any wish for an individual interior
design that reflects your personal style.
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NEW

Puro Range

Subtle colours,
matt surfaces

There is nothing better than a parquet floor to
provide the right setting for a modern, natural
interior design creating both a deep sense of calm
and a high level of aesthetics.
The surfaces of the Puro collection are perfect to
achieve this. They show off all the beauty of nature
in a lovely palette of subtle colours. The natural
colour play and the matt shine add an understated,
yet elegant and sophisticated touch. The range
of colours in the Puro collection is based on the
colours of nature, from white lime and chalk
tones to various timber colours, and from earth
and forest-floor colours to mineral greys. Their
characteristic features give the floor a very
authentic look and create a warm, comfortable
atmosphere.
The PURO collection stands for
trend colours with a natural matt appearance
Q The subtle coat of colour emphasises
the character of the wood
Q Very natural surface appearance
Q Wide variety of natural colours
Q Available in the Markant and Sauvage
grades of the Plank 1-Strip design
and in the Longstrip design
Q
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Subtle natural oil colours are applied
without any pore accentuation – and
give the surface a natural matt look.

Oak Puro Snow

Oak Puro White

Oak Puro Beige

Oak Puro Sand

Oak Puro Stone

Oak Puro Brown

Oak Puro Caramel

Oak Puro Grey
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Plank 1-Strip Plaza

Creating
impressive interiors

With the newly developed Plank 1-Strip Plaza,
HARO makes dreams of a generous living space
come true. The impressive trend format of 240 x
2200 mm (9 7/16’’ x 86 5/8’’) instantly sets this
parquet design apart from the standard format. Its
great width creates a sense of space and opens up
the room. Very trendy and fashionable: The deep
brushed surface combined with the naturaLin plus
natural oil finish gives the Plaza plank a vintage
“used” look.
Spacious effect, high-class appearance
Q Bevelled edges on all four sides
Q Expressive surface through deep brushed
texture
Q Easy installation with glueless
Top Connect installation system
Q Suitable for use over underfloor heating
Q
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NEW

Plank 1-Strip Plaza 4V
OAK WHITE
SAUVAGE
deep brushed

Plank 1-Strip Plaza 4V
OAK
SAUVAGE
deep brushed

Plank 1-Strip Plaza 4V
OAK TOBACCO GREY
SAUVAGE
deep brushed

Plank 1-Strip Plaza 4V
SMOKED OAK
UNIVERSAL
deep brushed

Plank 1-Strip Plaza 4V
OAK WHITE
MARKANT
deep brushed

Plank 1-Strip Plaza 4V
OAK
MARKANT
deep brushed
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Textures

The most beautiful
highs and lows
HARO PARQUET brings wood to life. The exclusive
surfaces have brushed and scraped textures of
varying depth and structure that show the
fascinating beauty of this natural material and
demonstrate HARO’s masterful craftsmanship.
The processes we use are complex and largely
based on traditional woodworking techniques
with a modern twist. The result is surfaces with
visible and tangible highs and lows that appeal to
all senses. With their gorgeous look and feel, these
parquets bring an irresistible natural charm to
any room.
For the brushed texture of Longstrip and Plank
1-Strip, the soft material between the annual rings
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is brushed down using special brushes – a trendy
alternative to smooth surfaces. Heavy brushed
Longstrips have an attractive texture with
distinctive ridges and valleys. The retro brushed
texture for Longstrip and Plank 1-Strip creates a
vintage “used” look with slightly raised knot areas
and a very authentic character. For the scraped
texture, the surface is refined using a plane to
create a unique distressed effect. Our latest
development is the retro brushed 3D texture for
Longstrip. Its look and feel provide a previously
unimaginable level of authenticity. In addition to
the raised knot areas, each top-layer strip is
bevelled on all four sides, giving the Longstrip
design the appearance of small individual planks.

Heavy brushed

Brushed / deep brushed

Scraped

Retro brushed 3D

Retro brushed
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HARO Lines

Live
your style

Nature can be incredibly versatile and stylish –
when HARO adds the finishing touches. Our great
selection of parquet flooring offers you a vast
range of amazing design possibilities. See how
versatile and varied wood can be – light, dark,
vibrant, subtle or timeless, in the trendy Longstrip
and Plank 1-Strip designs, with fine nuances in
the grain patterns of the Exquisite to Sauvage
grades, and in our exclusive surface textures
created by traditional woodworking techniques.
To make it easier for you to find the right floor
for your creative ideas and your style of interior
decoration, we have divided our range into three
parquet worlds: Natural Line, Elegant Line and
Classic Line. Check out our style guide!
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NL Natural Line
Do you adore natural beauty? The Natural
Line has all it takes to make your design
dreams come true. Pure wood with a vibrant
expressive look and in limitless variety, in
Plank 1-Strip or Longstrip design – and with a
surface so gorgeous you can’t stop touching
it. And, of course, also available in trendy
colours.
From page 26

EL Elegant Line
Do you prefer an exquisite interior design?
Our Elegant Line shows you how to add a
sophisticated look to your home and create a
modern, elegant ambience. Subtle, refined
parquets of sublime elegance and style. The
exclusive parquet for the highest standards.
From page 64

CL Classic Line
Do you appreciate a timeless, well-balanced
living environment? As prime examples of
subtle understatement with precious wood,
the parquets from our Classic Line will never
go out of date. Plank 1-Strips and Longstrips
for a classical style that is as timeless as it is
contemporary.
From page 76
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NL

Natural
Line
The Natural Side of Life

Our Natural Line range is as diverse as nature itself. Experience the unique
character and vibrant appearance of our Plank 1-Strips and Longstrips. Real
wood in all its natural beauty: authentic, easy-going and inviting from the
very first moment.
Coloured parquet surfaces emphasising the natural wood grain and texture
are also in line with the latest trends. Limewashing, in particular, brings out
the wood’s grain pattern to best effect. Enjoy colour-refined parquet with a
vibrant personality.
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NL
HARO PARQUET 4000
Plank 1-Strip Plaza 4V
SMOKED OAK
UNIVERSAL
deep brushed

A HOT TREND
Our new Plank 1-Strip Plaza Smoked Oak with
four-sided bevel gives rooms a completely new look:
spacious, valuable, modern. In the warm natural wood
colour of Smoked Oak and the vibrant Universal grade,
this floor makes a powerful style statement.
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NL
HARO PARQUET 4000
Plank 1-Strip 4V
LARCH
Sauvage
brushed
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REFRESHINGLY RUSTIC
Fashions come and go, but one thing is here to stay:
Oak. The mythical tree and the multi-faceted beauty of
its wood fascinate each generation anew. Our Plank
1-Strip Oak Alabama brushed with bevelled edges on
all four sides offers maximum authenticity in every
detail. The knots and cracks, the pith from the centre of
the tree trunk, and the flowery grain pattern depict the
natural growth of the wood and create an expressive
and highly individual look.

NL
HARO PARQUET 4000
Plank 1-Strip 4V
OAK ALABAMA
brushed

COSY COTTAGE FEEL
Softwood is ideal not only for
parquet flooring: It has an innate
charm that is simply irresistible.
With our Plank 1-Strip Larch
Sauvage you achieve the snug feel
of a country cottage with a modern
twist. The well-balanced natural
knot pattern gives our popular
softwood design the appearance of
solid wood planks.
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AN EYE-CATCHER BY NATURE
You never tire of looking at our Plank
1-Strip Oak Sauvage brushed with
2-sided bevel. No wonder it is one
of our bestsellers. The expressive
grain, the rich natural colour with all
the typical characteristics of oak
wood, as well as the plank format
accentuated by the bevelled edges
on the long sides – with this parquet
you can make your dream of living
on a premium wood floor come true.

NL
HARO PARQUET 4000
Plank 1-Strip 2V
OAK
SAUVAGE
brushed
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OAK CHIC
A contemporary, subtle grey colour
with a fashionable vintage look
created by the brushed texture
and emphasised knot areas.
With its authentic look and
all-natural feel, this floor adds a
trendy touch to your home.

NL
HARO PARQUET 4000
Plank 1-Strip 4V
OAK TOBACCO GREY
SAUVAGE
retro brushed
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MEETING POINT: PLAZA
Just right for the hub of the house!
With our new Plank 1-Strip Plaza
format featuring extra wide planks
and bevelled edges on all four
sides, Oak Sauvage brushed
creates an instant wow factor.

NL
HARO PARQUET 4000
Plank 1-Strip Plaza 4V
OAK
SAUVAGE
deep brushed
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NL
HARO PARQUET 4000
Plank 1-Strip 4V
OAK WHITE
SAUVAGE
brushed

LIGHT AND BRIGHT
The strong influence a floor has on
the overall impression of the room
also shows in the colours. Pale
coloured parquets like our Plank
1-Strip Oak White Sauvage reflect
the light and blend with white
walls and doors into a friendly,
inviting ambience.
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NL
HARO PARQUET 4000
Plank 1-Strip 4V
OAK PURO CARAMEL
SAUVAGE
brushed
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BRILLIANT IDEA: MATT NATURAL COLOURS
Our new Puro collection shows nature in all its glory.
Delicate natural colours and the subtle matt shine make the
beauty of wood visible and tangible in a very special way.
Our wide palette of colours ranges from white lime and chalk
tones to greys and from various timber colours to earth and
forest-floor tones – the choice is up to you.

NL
HARO PARQUET 4000
Plank 1-Strip 4V
OAK PURO BEIGE
MARKANT
brushed
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WHERE STYLE IS AT HOME
Our Plank 1-Strip Plaza Oak
Tobacco Grey deep brushed opens
up the wonderful world of powerful
design. But beware! This floor has
an irresistible power of attraction.
No wonder because its authentic
appearance makes it a unique
masterpiece of nature that is in line
with the latest trends.

NL
HARO PARQUET 4000
Plank 1-Strip Plaza 4V
OAK TOBACCO GREY
SAUVAGE
deep brushed
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NL
HARO PARQUET 4000
Plank 1-Strip 4V
OAK PURO SAND
SAUVAGE
brushed

AN INVITATION TO TOUCH
This floor is irresistible to touch! With
its attractive matt shine and its natural
colour play, our Puro collection adds a
subtle, yet exciting flair. The natural oil
colours, which are applied without any
pore accentuation, emphasise the
character of the wood and give the
surface a very natural, well-balanced
appearance.
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LOVE AT FIRST STEP
Our Plank 1-Strip Oak Solar Salt
limewashed Sauvage fascinates in
more than one respect:
The trendy chalk white provides an
air of tranquillity, which is beautifully
counterbalanced by the limewashed
surface which adds a vibrant effect and
emphasises the fine grain pattern.
Truly captivating!

NL
HARO PARQUET 4000
Plank 1-Strip 2V
OAK SOLAR SALT LIMEWASHED
SAUVAGE
brushed
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NL
HARO PARQUET 4000
Plank 1-Strip Plaza 4V
OAK WHITE
SAUVAGE
deep brushed
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A FEELING OF LIGHTNESS
There is a reason why pale floors are
becoming more and more popular:
They bring a sense of lightness into
your home. Combined with the
natural beauty of precious wood, your
rooms will be cheerful and uplifting
all year round. Whether in a
Scandinavian style with our Plank
1-Strip Larch White Sauvage brushed
or in a more purist style with our Plank
1-Strip Plaza Oak White Sauvage deep
brushed – open plan rooms will look
even more bright and airy with these
floors.

NL
HARO PARQUET 4000
Plank 1-Strip 4V
LARCH WHITE
Sauvage
brushed
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Go for perfection –
from floor to wall
Skirtings are the ideal finishing
touch for every floor. As
Germany’s number one parquet
manufacturer, we will definitely
leave you spoilt for choice here,
too. You will find matching
skirtings for every parquet floor
at your local HARO dealer.

STYLISH AND UNCONVENTIONAL
This new oak floor brings it all
together: the generous trend
format of Plank 1-Strip with
four-sided bevel, the light
colouration and the retro brushed
surface with emphasised knots. In
rooms with plenty of natural light,
the texture of the wood grain
shimmers in iridescent shades of
greige, creating a striking visual
effect.
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NL
HARO PARQUET 4000
Plank 1-Strip 4V
OAK ATELIER
SAUVAGE
retro brushed
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WARMS FROM THE INSIDE OUT
Fancy some chocolate, coffee or
cocoa? Our Plank 1-Strip Smoked
Oak Sauvage displays a colour
spectrum you will never tire of.
With its warm cosy tones and its
lively rustic naturalness, Smoked
Oak is more than a backdrop for
trendy interiors.
It brings a genuine feel-good factor
to your home.

NL
HARO PARQUET 4000
Plank 1-Strip 4V
SMOKED OAK
SAUVAGE
brushed
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NL
HARO PARQUET 4000
Plank 1-Strip 2V
ASH FANCY
brushed

THE ART OF CONTRAST
Coloured parquet surfaces emphasising the natural wood
grain and texture are the latest trend.
The brushed surface in deep black is contrasted with the
white oiled pores, creating an extravagant effect.
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ON THE NATURE OF THE TREND
Plank 1-Strip Oak Sauvage retro brushed with bevelled
edges on all four sides – this great combination of surface
treatments creates a trendy yet natural floor with a rustic
charm. The successful blend of authentic nature and
contemporary style makes this parquet so very special.

NL
HARO PARQUET 4000
Plank 1-Strip 4V
OAK
SAUVAGE
retro brushed
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NATURAL LIVELINESS MEETS CONTEMPORARY DESIGN
The slightly knotty grain of the Terra grade and the retro
brushed texture make the natural character of oak
wood even more tangible. The Oak White design, in
particular, creates a stylish setting for a modern,
contemporary interior design.
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NL
HARO PARQUET 4000
Longstrip
OAK WHITE
TERRA
retro brushed

NL
HARO PARKETT 4000
Schiffsboden 4V
EICHE
TERRA
retro strukturiert
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A FLOOR THAT
TELLS OF BYGONE TIMES
This Longstrip parquet is something
you really have to see live. Our new
retro brushed 3D surface creates the
look of distressed, time-worn wood
planks. The depth of the brushed
texture combined with the matt
natural oil finish gives the floor an
all-natural yet vibrant and modern
appearance. In addition, the
top-layer strips are bevelled on all
four sides, making them look like
small individual planks.
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NL
HARO PARQUET 4000
Longstrip 4V
OAK TOBACCO GREY
TERRA
retro brushed 3D
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OUR CLASSIC BEAUTY TIP
Our Longstrip American Walnut Country brings sublime
beauty and elegance to the room. With its strong
variances in colour through dark heartwood, the vivid
grain pattern adds a great individuality that stays in the
mind. Nothing is more constant than timeless beauty.

NL
HARO PARQUET 4000
Longstrip
AMERICAN WALNUT
COUNTRY
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ADDING VALUE TO YOUR HOME
At first glance: fascinating!
At second glance: Beech!
Our Longstrip Beech Steamed
Country makes a dramatic
statement. Beech has never
looked this modern and
expressive before.

NL
HARO PARQUET 4000
Longstrip
BEECH STEAMED
COUNTRY
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NL
HARO PARQUET 4000
Longstrip 4V
SMOKED OAK
FAVORIT
heavy brushed
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A REAL TREASURE FOR YOUR HOME
The noble Smoked Oak in the Favorit grade with a
well-balanced combination of subtle and vibrant top
layer strips and with an attractive heavy brushed
surface offers lasting value in today’s fast-moving
world.
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SIMPLY FASCINATING

NL
HARO PARQUET 4000
Longstrip 4V
OAK BARRIQUE
TREND
heavy brushed

AS EXCITING AS LIFE ITSELF
Our Longstrip Oak Barrique Trend heavy brushed with
bevelled edge on all four sides opens the door to new
possibilities for interior design: experience the vibrant
effect of this lively floor with every step. This Longstrip
model has so many facets that there is something new
to discover every day!
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The natural wood grain and the
heavy brushed surface of our
Longstrip Ash Country create a
fascinating work of art. With its
powerful yet subtle expression and
its distinctive natural appearance,
it looks almost like a modern
graphic work. The heavy brushed
texture provides an unconventional
basis for contemporary interiors.

NL
HARO PARQUET 4000
Longstrip 4V
ASH
COUNTRY
heavy brushed
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NL
HARO PARQUET 4000
Longstrip 4V
OAK
TERRA
retro brushed 3D

PURE PLEASURE
Our Longstrip Oak Terra with its heavy brushed surface is a true wellness
floor that appeals to all senses. Its lively, slightly knotty grain and its
sophisticated brushed surface with valleys and ridges please the eye and
caress the feet.
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NL
HARO PARQUET 4000
Longstrip
OAK SMOKED WHITE LIMEWASHED
Tundra
brushed
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SUBTLE VIBRANCY
WITH A MODERN TWIST
Exciting, charming, vibrant – a
Longstrip Oak parquet in a light
colour and with the vivid effect of
the Tundra grade is a delight to
look at each and every day. With
this floor you can see at a glance
that it’s worth investing in
something good – you will get
more pleasure from it.

NL
HARO PARQUET 4000
Longstrip
OAK SOLAR SALT LIMEWASHED
TUNDRA
brushed
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EL

Elegant
Line
Subtle. Natural.
Distinguished.

HARO PARQUET Plank 1-Strip and Longstrip flooring of the Elegant Line add
refined elegance with a calm appearance. Available in selected grades, they
are synonymous with a sophisticated style of living.
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GLAM UP YOUR HOME
The precious wood, the elegant,
natural white shade, the delicate
grain pattern of our Exklusiv grade,
the beautiful texture of the surface –
all this blends in perfectly with the
clear-cut lines of contemporary interior
design! Our Plank 1-Strip Oak White
Exklusiv adds more than a touch of
luxury – this parquet makes a
glamorous statement. When installed
together with CELENIO, the unique
wood floor made by HARO, it gives
every room a highly individual
character.

EL
HARO PARQUET 4000
Plank 1-Strip 4V
OAK WHITE
EXKLUSIV
brushed
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EL
HARO PARQUET 4000
Plank 1-Strip 4V
AFRICAN OAK
brushed
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DARK EXCITING EYE-CATCHER
The rich, deep dark wood colour
of African Oak or Thermo Ash
is just made for purist interior
designs. By creating contrasts
through furniture or light-coloured
walls, you can give your rooms
a unique character. Combined
with graphical patterns or colour
accents, both floors are a source
of inspiration. The sophisticated
surface treatment with brushed
texture and four-sided bevel
makes these floors look even
more impressive.

EL
HARO PARQUET 4000
Plank 1-Strip 4V
THERMO ASH MEZZO
brushed
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MORE THAN EXCLUSIVE
Our Elegant Line floors are among the most exquisite and exclusive of
luxurious parquets. Walnut, for example, has enjoyed a comeback not only
in the furniture segment in recent years. This beautiful wood with its tasteful
natural grain brings a refined and elegant note to the room, as you can see
from our Plank Toscana American Walnut in the Markant grade.

EL
HARO PARQUET 4000
Plank 1-Strip
AMERICAN WALNUT

ELEGANCE LIES IN CALMNESS
It is the exceptional that stays in
the mind – like our Plank 1-Strip
Oak Exklusiv. Once seen you won’t
forget this exquisite floor. The fine
grain, the delicate annual ring
pattern and the subtle natural
texture exude a calm elegance.
A floor in classical oak that also
harmonises well with minimalist
interior design concepts.
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EL
HARO PARQUET 4000
Plank 1-Strip 4V
OAK
EXKLUSIV
brushed
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THE BEST
FOR GRACIOUS LIVING
Our Longstrip Oak Exquisit
combines the best of two worlds:
the vibrant modern appearance of
the Longstrip design and the quiet,
sublime grace of our Exquisit
premium grade. The result is
more than impressive.

EL
HARO PARQUET 4000
Longstrip
OAK
EXQUISIT
brushed
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EL
HARO PARQUET 4000
Longstrip
SMOKED OAK
EXQUISIT/TREND
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FINE PARQUET WITH WONDERFUL WARMTH
Longstrip American Cherry is highly
appreciated for its noble appearance.
Tinted with shades of red from delicate
pink to brilliant red, the wood radiates an
inimitable warmth underlined by a uniform,
flowery grain pattern. Our Longstrip Smoked
Oak is no less exquisite. This luxurious
interpretation of classic oak flooring
displays trendy warm browns with an
amazing colour play and the timeless
elegant Longstrip design. Both are warmly
recommended for a sophisticated look.

EL
HARO PARQUET 4000
Longstrip
AMERICAN CHERRY
EXQUISIT
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CL

Classic
Line
Living Environments of
Classical Beauty

Our Classic Line parquet floors show off the natural beauty of real wood
with a timeless, classical look. These Plank 1-Strips and Longstrips thus give
you a perfect basis for turning your individual vision of a beautiful, stylish
home into reality.
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CONTEMPORARY CLASSICS
Yesterday’s avant-garde is today’s classic: the “used”
look. Deep brushing gives the surface of Plank 1-Strip
Plaza Oak Markant an irresistible ridged and grooved
texture. Despite its natural, untreated look this parquet
is modern and contemporary. The Plaza format with
the extra wide planks and the bevelled edges on all four
sides creates a sense of space in the room.
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CREATING EXCITING INTERIORS
Our Plank 1-Strip Oak Creme White
limewashed is a feast for all
senses: the scraped surface refines
the planks in an inimitable way.
Using this traditional woodworking
method, the parquet surface is
treated with a special plane,
creating a unique texture with
distinctive ridges and grooves. The
result is a striking look and feel –
the ideal ambience for an
individual style of living.

CL
HARO PARQUET 4000
Plank 1-Strip Plaza 4V
OAK
MARKANT
deep brushed

CL
HARO PARQUET 4000
Plank 1-Strip 4V
OAK CREME WHITE LIMEWASHED
MARKANT
scraped
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ADORING
TIMELESS BEAUTY
Do you appreciate classical
values? Then our Plank 1-Strip
Oak Markant scraped might be
exactly what you are looking for.
The unique, vintage-style
surface texture is achieved using
traditional woodworking techniques.
Combined with the natural grain
pattern of our Markant grade, it
shows oak’s timeless beauty to
best effect. A fine wood floor that
is simply adorable.
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CL
HARO PARQUET 4000
Plank 1-Strip 4V
OAK PURO GREY
MARKANT
brushed

THE MAGIC OF DELICATE COLOURS
The hint of colour in our Plank
1-Strip Oak Puro Grey adds a
magical touch to your home. With
its subtle, delicate natural oil
colours, our Puro collection creates
a well-balanced living space that is
as stylish as it is comfortable.

CL
HARO PARQUET 4000
Plank 1-Strip 4V
OAK
MARKANT
scraped
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PARQUET WITH AN AIR OF TIMELESSNESS
Whether it’s Oak Markant or Larch Markant, our Plank
1-Strips captivate with their vibrant beauty and
expression. The classical Markant grade together with
the brushed surface perfectly accentuates the character
of the wood. Rooms exude a unique charm – with
parquet that is contemporary yet timeless.

CL
HARO PARQUET 4000
Plank 1-Strip 4V
OAK
MARKANT
brushed
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CL
HARO PARQUET 4000
Plank 1-Strip 4V
LARCH
MARKANT
brushed
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CL
HARO PARQUET 4000
Plank 1-Strip Plaza 4V
OAK WHITE
MARKANT
deep brushed
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MORE SPACE FOR A DEEPER SENSE
OF WELL-BEING
Spacious living is not just a
question of square feet. Our Plank
1-Strip Oak White Markant in the
trendy Plaza format opens up the
room and makes it look larger. The
four-sided bevel, the light oak
colour with its natural grain and
the deep brushed texture further
enhance this impression.
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CL
HARO PARQUET 4000
Plank 1-Strip 4V
OAK PURO SNOW
MARKANT
brushed
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CL
HARO PARQUET 4000
Plank 1-Strip 4V
OAK PURO BROWN
MARKANT
brushed

Modern floor care:
simple and natural
Cleaning and caring for your parquet
floor has never been this easy – with
our ‘clean & green’ natural floor care
series. All you need to do is add the
innovative and biodegradable clean
& green products ‘natural’ and
‘active’ to the cleaning water, and
give the floor a damp wipe – that’s it. And to
maintain the value of oiled parquet, simply
apply aquaOil straight onto the floor surface.

DIVINE TEXTURES
These floors are gorgeous and
even more so up close! Our two
Plank 1-Strip Oak Puro Markant
parquets in strong white and in
brown are among the highlights of
our new Puro collection. The subtly
applied natural matt colours and
the classical wood grain of our
Markant grade give the surface a
very smooth look and feel – and
transform the room into an inviting
living space.
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DRAMATIC STYLE STATEMENT
Our Plank 1-Strip Oak Lava Brown
limewashed Markant scraped not
only has a long name, but also
many other exceptional features.
The trendy brown stained and
limewashed surface lets the wood
grain take centre stage. The visual
effect is further enhanced by the
scraped surface, which gives the
floor a time-worn look with valleys
and ridges. This classical parquet
with the authentic wood character
provides a perfect stage. How
about making a dramatic style
statement?
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CL
HARO PARQUET 4000
Plank 1-Strip 4V
OAK LAVA BROWN LIMEWASHED
MARKANT
scraped
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CL
HARO PARQUET 4000
Plank 1-Strip 4V
SMOKED OAK
MARKANT
brushed
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CLASSICAL EASY LIVING
The Toscana plank format and the
slim lines emphasised by bevelled
edges on the long sides – this
compact oak plank with a classical,
subtle grain adds a touch of
Mediterranean flair. Rooms look
bright and inviting, creating a
relaxed, laid-back atmosphere in
your home.

ADDED VALUE WITH AMBER
Our Plank 1-Strip Smoked Oak
Markant brushed is a fine example
of the classical values that parquet
flooring stands for. The warm
amber colouration that goes
perfectly with white furniture,
the inimitable texture of the
traditionally brushed surface,
and the reliable brand quality
add value to every home.

CL
HARO PARQUET 4000
Plank Toscana 4V
OAK WHITE
MARKANT
brushed
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LIGHT TRANSFORMED INTO WOOD
Our Longstrip Ash Light White
seems to draw the rays of sunlight
into the room. The light white
colour tone and the vibrant colour
play of the rustic Favorit grade will
brighten up any room. This fine
parquet creates an overall feel of
Scandinavian ease.

CL
HARO PARQUET 4000
Longstrip
ASH LIGHT WHITE
FAVORIT
brushed

NOT ONLY FOR RELAXATION ROOMS
Our classic Longstrip Oak Trend brushed parquet
looks great in every room – even the most bustling
ones in the house. If it all gets too much, just look
at the wood surface: the quiet grain pattern and the
almost knot-free natural grade have a nice calming
effect.
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CL
HARO PARQUET 4000
Longstrip
OAK
TREND
brushed
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A REVELATION IN PURISM
The delicate modern colours of our Puro collection are
the first choice for anyone looking to create a minimalist
style. Our Longstrip Oak Puro Stone in a natural matt
grey tone brings a pure yet welcoming atmosphere to
your home. The subtle natural oil colour combined with
the clean-cut lines of the Longstrip design achieve a
minimalist look that makes any aesthete’s heart beat
faster.
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CL
HARO PARQUET 4000
Longstrip
BEECH STEAMED
TREND

REINTERPRETATION
OF A CLASSIC
Our Longstrip Beech Steamed Trend
captivates with its fascinating play
of colours. Sublime and modern, it
complements any interior.

CL
HARO PARQUET 4000
Longstrip
OAK PURO STONE
TREND
brushed
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CL
HARO PARQUET 4000
Longstrip
AMBER ROBINIA
EXQUISIT/TREND

FOR A STYLISH LOOK
IN ANY SETTING
A calm appearance paired with a
very modern character – Longstrip
Amber Robinia. With its well-balanced
grain pattern and its warm brown
colours, this precious wood is the
ideal alternative to tropical timber and
fits in with almost any design and style.

THE TIMELESS EXPRESSION
OF MODERN LIVING
Anyone who believes that
light-coloured flooring often lacks
that special something will be
amazed. Our Longstrip Canadian
Maple Trend has a very vibrant effect
that immediately catches the eye.
Thanks to its beautiful grain and
subtle colours, this high-class
floor is very versatile and can
be combined with many interior
designs.
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CL
HARO PARQUET 4000
Longstrip
CANADIAN MAPLE
TREND
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parkettmanufaktur

The Fine
Art of

Parquet

Craftsmanship
Exclusive parquet for highest standards – not more,
but certainly not less awaits you in the following
pages. Be inspired by masterful craftsmanship for a
highly individual look and feel. Choice wood of
premium quality, sophisticated hand-worked
surfaces and decades of expertise in traditional
craftsmanship – by choosing premium parquet
from parkettmanufaktur by HARO you choose
more than just a floor. You choose unique values.

98 | HARO
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Plank 4V XL 3 m
SMOKED OAK

High-calibre designs
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Are you are looking for a finely crafted,
hand-worked parquet floor made of premium
quality wood and with a particularly spacious
look? parkettmanufaktur by HARO fulfils this
wish with up to four metres (158’’) long XL

Planks. In addition to these impressive formats we
also offer the Plank 1-Strip design in the classical
format and the Mediterranean-inspired Plank
Toscana design.
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Plank 1-Strip 4V
ASH BARRIQUE
brushed

For more than just one day:
colour-refined surfaces
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Durability is one of the quality characteristics
of premium parquet flooring. One factor that
ensures the long lasting beauty of your precious
parquet is the deep solid colouring of the top
layer with precious natural colours. This colour
refinement creates a higher UV stability; wear

and tear is not visible due to a solid colouring
which permeates right through the entire layer.
The floor is more durable and can even be sanded
several times without losing any of its colour.
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Plank 1-Strip 4V
ASH ARABICA MEZZO
hand scraped

Values – perfect for
my lifetime dream
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The parquet boards from the parkettmanufaktur
range particularly express our creative handling
of the natural material wood and our desire to
preserve what is good. Hand scraping emphasises
the characteristics of the floor and gives its

surface a unique look, like it was carved out of the
wood. The result is a floor that is refined to your
specifications and has a fantastic quality. This
creates lasting value, which can even be handed
down to the next generation.
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Plank 1-Strip 4V
OAK ARABICA FORTE
deep brushed

Natural individuality –
the mixture makes the difference
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In our master workshop we develop unique
floors with a maximum of individual charm
completely according to your wishes. What is
most exciting about this is the contrasts you can

create. The interaction of new with old, concrete with wood,
cold with warm, and synthetic with natural produces friction,
which shapes character, personality and individuality. This
makes your home unique.
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Range Overview

Plank XL

FORMATS
PLANK XL
The biggest for spacious interior
designs. Available in the
formats 3030 mm x 245 mm
(119 9/32’’ x 9 21/32’’) and
4030 mm x 305 mm
(158 21/32’’ x 12’’).
Top layer thickness: approx. 5 mm
(3/16’’)
The 245 mm (9 21/32’’) wide XL
plank optionally also comes in
lengths of 1800 mm, 2000 mm and
2200 mm (70 7/8’’, 78 3/4’’ and
86 5/8’’).
PLANK 1-STRIP
Impressive naturalness and
spaciousness in the format
2200 mm x 180 mm (86 5/8’’ x
7 3/32’’).
Top layer thickness: approx. 3.5 mm
(1/8’’)
Oak Nubia, Vintage Oak and all
colour-refined surfaces are available
in the format 2200 mm x 173 mm
(86 5/8’’ x 6 13/16’’).
CARRÉ
Natural individuality in the format
2200 mm x 180 mm (86 5/8’’ x
7 3/32’’).
Top layer thickness: approx. 4.2 mm
(5/32’’)
PLANK TOSCANA
Small rooms in particular take on an
absolutely inimitable flair. Format
1000 mm x 120 mm (39 3/8” x
4 23/32”)
Top layer thickness: approx. 3.5 mm
(1/8’’)
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PLANK XL
OAK
brushed with
bevel on all four sides

PLANK XL
SMOKED OAK
brushed with
bevel on all four sides

PLANK XL 3m/4m
OAK
brushed with
bevel on all four sides

PLANK XL 3m/4m
SMOKED OAK
brushed with
bevel on all four sides

Plank 1-Strip
with colour-refined surfaces
ADDING COLOUR TO YOUR LIFE
Not every colour goes with every
wood type. Colour refinement can
either intensify the natural grain
of the wood or create a completely
new visual appearance, depending
on the colour intensity. We provide
a choice of seven different colour
tones covering the full range of
design options.

BEECH
CHESTNUT BROWN
SELECTIV
brushed with
bevel on all four sides

BEECH
CHESTNUT BROWN
EXPRESSIV
brushed with
bevel on all four sides

OAK
BARRIQUE
SELECTIV
brushed with
bevel on all four sides

OAK WHITE
BARRIQUE
SELECTIV
brushed with
bevel on all four sides

ASH
BARRIQUE
SELECTIV
brushed with
bevel on all four sides

ASH
OLIVE GREY
EXPRESSIV
brushed with
bevel on all four sides

OAK
CARBON BLACK
SELECTIV
brushed with
bevel on all four sides
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Range Overview

Vintage Oak, Creek Oak, Carré

VINTAGE OAK
First-class workmanship: Vintage Oak
flooring is made from up to 300 year
old oak boards. Each board is one
of a kind – a masterful blend of
individuality and tradition with an
air of timelessness. Available in the
Plank 1-Strip and Plank Toscana
formats.

PLANK 1-STRIP
VINTAGE OAK
brushed with
bevel on long sides

PLANK TOSCANA
VINTAGE OAK
brushed with
bevel on long sides

CREEK OAK
brushed with
bevel on all four sides

CREEK OAK
These expressive oak parquet
boards have choice top layers that
have been hand-picked for their
special rustic features, such as
cracks that are carefully treated by
hand.

OAK
NUBIA
brushed with
bevel on long sides

CARRÉ
OAK
SELECTIV

CARRÉ DESIGN
The Carré design offers an inimitable
combination of contemporary and
rustic. Contrary to the other parquet
designs the top layer is not cut
lengthwise, but composed of
cross-cut wood. This makes the
floor very durable and adds a
highly individual touch.

Further inform
information on parkettmanufaktur
products and a comprehensive range
overview are provided in our special
parkettmanufaktur catalogue or at
parkettman
www.parkettmanufaktur.de.
www.parke
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Surface finish

As diverse as the floors from parkettmanufaktur by HARO are, they all have one thing in
common: they are gently finished by hand with precious Oleovera Natural Oil. We let the oil dry
naturally in air, without irradiation with UV light, so that the oil penetrates deep into the wood.
This preserves the natural character of the wood so you can enjoy its vibrant beauty at every
step, day in day out. A luxury you wouldn›t want to live without. Our Plank 1-Strip OAK CARRÉ
is also available with the proven PERMADUR natural matt finish. This finish is ideal for anyone
who prefers a particularly durable parquet floor that is easy to maintain.
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Strip Parquet –
from classical to
modern
Strip Parquet is considered by many as the epitome of parquet flooring. But
what many do not know is that strip parquet can be so much more versatile
than the classical flooring you may know from historic buildings. Our
Strip Parquet is available in seven different formats that complement a wide
variety of styles – from traditional to contemporary. Whether you choose
Strip Allegro or Strip Plank Scala, you choose a real wood floor of timeless
quality, which should only be installed by a professional installer.

Classical or contemporary,
timeless or trendy –
7 different formats
for all tastes.

1

Strip Parquet Allegro
10 x 70 x 490 mm (13/32’’ x 2 3/4’’ x 19 9/32’’)

2

Strip Parquet Classico
10 x 85 x 726 mm (13/32’’ x 3 11/32’’ x 28 19/32’’)

3

Strip Parquet Prestige
10 x 120 x 1000 mm (13/32’’ x 4 23/32’’ x 39 3/8’’)

4

Strip Parquet
Plank Scala
10 x 160 x 1750 mm (13/32’’ x 6 5/16’’ x 68 29/32’’)

5

Strip Parquet
Plank Maxim
10.5 x 180 x 2200 mm (13/32’’ x 7 3/32’’ x 86 5/8’’)

6

Strip Parquet Trio SL
10 x 180 x 1095 mm (13/32’’ x 7 3/32’’ x 43 1/8’’)

7

Strip Parquet Trio
10 x 180 x 2200 mm (13/32’’ x 7 3/32’’ x 86 5/8’’)
Further inform
information and an
overview of our attractive
Strip Parquet
Parqu range is provided
in our spec
special catalogue. You
can pick u
up your free copy
from you
your local HARO dealer.

1

2
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3

4

5

6

7

HARO PARQUET 4000
Strip Allegro
BEECH STEAMED
TREND
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HARO PARQUET 4000 Range Overview Natural Line

NL

Plank 1-Strip 2V
OAK SOLAR SALT LIMEWASHED
SAUVAGE
brushed
ID no. 528 139

Plank 1-Strip 2V
OAK WHITE
SAUVAGE
brushed
ID no. 529 872

Plank 1-Strip 2V
OAK LIGHT WHITE
SAUVAGE
brushed
ID no. 529 268

Plank 1-Strip 4V
OAK PURO SNOW
SAUVAGE
brushed
ID no. 533 029

Plank 1-Strip 4V
OAK PURO WHITE
SAUVAGE
brushed
ID no. 530 195

Plank 1-Strip 4V
OAK WHITE
ALABAMA
brushed
ID no. 529 764

Plank 1-Strip 4V
OAK WHITE
ARIZONA
brushed
ID no. 527 328

Plank 1-Strip 4V
OAK CREME WHITE LIMEWASHED
SAUVAGE
brushed
ID no. 529 093

Plank 1-Strip 2V
OAK NATUREL
SAUVAGE
brushed
ID no. 532 586

Plank 1-Strip 4V
OAK
ARIZONA
brushed
ID no. 528 692

Plank 1-Strip 2V
OAK
SAUVAGE
brushed
ID no. 524 634
ID no. 523 817

Plank 1-Strip 2V
OAK
SAUVAGE
brushed
ID no. 532 910
sun protect

Plank 1-Strip 4V
OAK
SAUVAGE
brushed
ID no. 528 695

Plank 1-Strip 4V
OAK
SAUVAGE
retro brushed
ID no. 530 793

Plank 1-Strip 2V
OAK
COUNTRY
brushed
ID no. 528 958

Plank 1-Strip 4V
OAK
ALABAMA
brushed
ID no. 529 587

Plank 1-Strip 4V
OAK PURO BEIGE
SAUVAGE
brushed
ID no. 533 031

Plank 1-Strip 4V
OAK PURO SAND
SAUVAGE
brushed
ID no. 533 035

Plank 1-Strip 4V
OAK TOBACCO GREY
SAUVAGE
retro brushed
ID no. 530 795

Plank 1-Strip 4V
OAK ATELIER
SAUVAGE
retro brushed
ID no. 531 764

Plank 1-Strip 2V
OAK PEARL GREY LIMEWASHED
SAUVAGE
brushed
ID no. 528 140

Plank 1-Strip 4V
OAK PURO STONE
SAUVAGE
brushed
ID no. 533 037

Plank 1-Strip 4V
OAK SAND BROWN LIMEWASHED
SAUVAGE
brushed
ID no. 529 087

Plank 1-Strip 4V
OAK PURO BROWN
SAUVAGE
brushed
ID no. 533 039

Plank 1-Strip 4V
SMOKED OAK
SAUVAGE
brushed
ID no. 530 148

Plank 1-Strip 4V
OAK PURO CARAMEL
SAUVAGE
brushed
ID no. 533 041

Plank 1-Strip 2V
BEECH STEAMED
SAUVAGE
brushed
ID no. 523 819

Plank 1-Strip 2VM
ASH ARCTIC WHITE
COUNTRY
ID no. 524 892

Plank 1-Strip 2V
ASH LIGHT WHITE
COUNTRY
brushed
ID no. 531 993

Plank 1-Strip 2V
ASH WHITE
SAUVAGE
brushed
ID no. 524 895

Plank 1-Strip 2V
ASH FANCY
brushed
ID no. 530 945

Plank 1-Strip 4V
LARCH WHITE
SAUVAGE
brushed
ID no. 531 946

Plank 1-Strip 4V
LARCH
SAUVAGE
brushed
ID no. 523 353
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PERMADUR natural matt
bioTec oil/wax finish

HARO PARQUET 4000 Range Overview Natural Line

NL

Plank 1-Strip 4V
AMERICAN WALNUT
COUNTRY
ID no. 533 058

Plank 1-Strip 4V
AFRICAN DOUGLAS FIR LIMEWASHED
brushed
ID no. 532 916

Plank 1-Strip Plaza 4V
OAK WHITE
SAUVAGE
deep brushed
ID no. 533 497

Plank 1-Strip Plaza 4V
OAK
SAUVAGE
deep brushed
ID no. 533 495

Plank 1-Strip Plaza 4V
OAK TOBACCO GREY
SAUVAGE
deep brushed
ID no. 533 498

Plank 1-Strip Plaza 4V
SMOKED OAK
UNIVERSAL
deep brushed
ID no. 533 499

Plank Toscana 2V
OAK
SAUVAGE
brushed
ID no. 524 621

Plank Toscana 4V
OAK
SAUVAGE
brushed
ID no. 530 158

Plank Toscana
BEECH STEAMED
UNIVERSAL
ID no. 529 118

Longstrip
OAK SOLAR SALT LIMEWASHED
TUNDRA
brushed
ID no. 528 147

Longstrip
OAK LIGHT WHITE
FAMILY
brushed
ID no. 531 987

Longstrip
OAK WHITE
FAMILY
brushed
ID no. 530 139

Longstrip
OAK WHITE
TERRA
retro brushed
ID no. 532 810

Longstrip 4V
OAK WHITE
TERRA
retro brushed 3D
ID no. 532 980

Longstrip 4V
OAK WHITE
TERRA
heavy brushed
ID no. 530 124

Longstrip
OAK SMOKED WHITE LIMEWASHED
TUNDRA
brushed
ID no. 529 859

Longstrip
OAK
TERRA
retro brushed
ID no. 532 809

Longstrip 4V
OAK
TERRA
retro brushed 3D
ID no. 532 978

Longstrip 4V
OAK
TERRA
heavy brushed
ID no. 530 123

Longstrip
OAK
TUNDRA
ID no. 524 402
ID no. 524 815

Longstrip
OAK
TUNDRA
brushed
ID no. 530 172

Longstrip
OAK
SAUVAGE
brushed
ID no. 524 731

Longstrip
OAK MESETA
TUNDRA
ID no. 524 812

Longstrip
OAK PEARL GREY LIMEWASHED
TUNDRA
brushed
ID no. 528 148

Longstrip 4V
OAK TOBACCO GREY
TERRA
retro brushed 3D
ID no. 532 982

Longstrip
OAK LAVA BROWN
TERRA
brushed
ID no. 530 143

Longstrip 4V
OAK BARRIQUE
TREND
heavy brushed
ID no. 530 125

Longstrip 4V
SMOKED OAK
FAVORIT
heavy brushed
ID no. 530 126

Longstrip
AFRICAN OAK LIMEWASHED
TUNDRA
brushed
ID no. 527 341

Longstrip
AFRICAN OAK
TUNDRA
ID no. 524 446

Longstrip
BEECH STEAMED
TERRA
ID no. 524 410
ID no. 524 998

Longstrip
BEECH STEAMED
COUNTRY
ID no. 523 791
ID no. 524 975
ID no. 528 707

Longstrip
BEECH STEAMED
MARITIM
ID no. 524 982

naturaLin plus natural oil finish
w/o finish

2VM: 2-sided micro bevel (on the long
sides)

2V: 2-sided bevel (on the long sides)
4V: 4-sided bevel
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HARO PARQUET 4000 Range Overview Natural Line

NL

Longstrip
ASH ARCTIC WHITE
COUNTRY
ID no. 525 124

Longstrip
ASH LIGHT WHITE
COUNTRY
brushed
ID no. 531 840

Longstrip
ASH
COUNTRY
ID no. 525 127

Longstrip 4V
ASH
COUNTRY
heavy brushed
ID no. 530 128

Longstrip
CANADIAN MAPLE
TUNDRA
ID no. 524 406

Longstrip
SYCAMORE MAPLE
TUNDRA
ID no. 524 408

Longstrip
AMERICAN CHERRY
TUNDRA
ID no. 524 442

Longstrip
AMERICAN WALNUT
COUNTRY
ID no. 524 444

Longstrip
AMBER ROBINIA
TUNDRA
ID no. 524 450

HARO PARQUET 4000 Range Overview Elegant Line

EL

Plank 1-Strip 4V
OAK WHITE
EXKLUSIV
brushed
ID no. 531 679

Plank 1-Strip
OAK LIMEWASHED
brushed
ID no. 527 332

Plank 1-Strip
OAK
EXKLUSIV
ID no. 524 680

Plank 1-Strip 4V
OAK
EXKLUSIV
brushed
ID no. 531 677

Plank 1-Strip
AFRICAN OAK
ID no. 524 777

Plank 1-Strip 2V
AFRICAN OAK
brushed
ID no. 524 772

Plank 1-Strip 4V
AFRICAN OAK
brushed
ID no. 528 674

Plank 1-Strip 4V
THERMO OAK FORTE
brushed
ID no. 531 766

Plank 1-Strip
BEECH STEAMED
EXKLUSIV
ID no. 524 864

Plank 1-Strip 4V
THERMO ASH MEZZO
brushed
ID no. 531 772

Plank 1-Strip
CANADIAN MAPLE
EXKLUSIV
ID no. 524 910

Plank 1-Strip
AMERICAN WALNUT
MARKANT
ID no. 529 976

Plank 1-Strip 4V
AMERICAN WALNUT
MARKANT
ID no. 533 051

Plank 1-Strip
MERBAU
ID no. 524 928

Plank Toscana 2V
AFRICAN OAK
MARKANT
brushed
ID no. 529 113

Plank Toscana
CANADIAN MAPLE
MARKANT
ID no. 529 120

Plank Toscana
AMERICAN CHERRY
MARKANT
ID no. 529 326

Plank Toscana
AMERICAN WALNUT
ID no. 518 760

Plank Toscana
MERBAU
ID no. 517 925

Longstrip
OAK WHITE
EXQUISIT
brushed
ID no. 531 686

Longstrip
OAK LIMEWASHED
TREND
brushed
ID no. 527 339
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PERMADUR natural matt
bioTec oil/wax finish

HARO PARQUET 4000 Range Overview Elegant Line

EL

Longstrip
OAK
EXQUISIT
ID no. 524 689

Longstrip
OAK
EXQUISIT
brushed
ID no. 531 683

Longstrip
SMOKED OAK
EXQUISIT/TREND
ID no. 524 836

Longstrip
AFRICAN OAK
EXQUISIT/TREND
ID no. 523 813

Longstrip
AFRICAN OAK
EXQUISIT/TREND
brushed
ID no. 530 141

Longstrip
BEECH STEAMED
EXQUISIT
ID no. 524 987

Longstrip
CANADIAN MAPLE
EXQUISIT
ID no. 525 061

Longstrip
AMERICAN CHERRY
EXQUISIT
ID no. 525 148

Longstrip
AMERICAN WALNUT
EXQUISIT/TREND
ID no. 523 812
ID no. 533 046

Longstrip
IROKO
ID no. 525 181

Longstrip
MERBAU
ID no. 525 190

Longstrip
WENGE
ID no. 525 207

HARO PARQUET 4000 Range Overview Classic Line

CL

Plank 1-Strip 2V
OAK LIGHT WHITE
MARKANT
brushed
ID no. 531 216

Plank 1-Strip 2V
OAK WHITE
MARKANT
brushed
ID no. 524 684

Plank 1-Strip 4V
OAK PURO SNOW
MARKANT
brushed
ID no. 533 028

Plank 1-Strip 4V
OAK PURO WHITE
MARKANT
brushed
ID no. 527 326

Plank 1-Strip 4V
OAK CREME WHITE LIMEWASHED
MARKANT
scraped
ID no. 527 302

Plank 1-Strip 2V
OAK NATUREL
MARKANT
brushed
ID no. 532 584

Plank 1-Strip
OAK
MARKANT
ID no. 524 558
ID no. 524 713

Plank 1-Strip 2V
OAK
MARKANT
brushed
ID no. 524 577
ID no. 523 816

Plank 1-Strip 2V
OAK
MARKANT
brushed
ID no. 532 908
sunProtect

Plank 1-Strip 4V
OAK
MARKANT
brushed
ID no. 528 682

Plank 1-Strip 4V
OAK
MARKANT
scraped
ID no. 527 301

Plank 1-Strip 4V
OAK PURO BEIGE
MARKANT
brushed
ID no. 533 030

Plank 1-Strip 4V
OAK PURO SAND
MARKANT
brushed
ID no. 533 034

Plank 1-Strip 4V
OAK PURO GREY
MARKANT
brushed
ID no. 533 032

Plank 1-Strip 4V
OAK PURO GREY
SAUVAGE
brushed
ID no. 533 033

Plank 1-Strip 4V
OAK PURO STONE
MARKANT
brushed
ID no. 533 036

Plank 1-Strip 4V
OAK LAVA BROWN LIMEWASHED
MARKANT
scraped
ID no. 527 304

naturaLin plus natural oil finish
w/o finish

2VM: 2-sided micro bevel (on the long
sides)

2V: 2-sided bevel (on the long sides)
4V: 4-sided bevel
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HARO PARQUET 4000 Range Overview Classic Line

CL

Plank 1-Strip 4V
OAK PURO BROWN
MARKANT
brushed
ID no. 533 038

Plank 1-Strip 2V
SMOKED OAK
MARKANT
brushed
ID no. 524 791

Plank 1-Strip 4V
SMOKED OAK
MARKANT
brushed
ID no. 528 678

Plank 1-Strip 4V
OAK PURO CARAMEL
MARKANT
brushed
ID no. 533 040

Plank 1-Strip
BEECH STEAMED
MARKANT
ID no. 524 874

Plank 1-Strip
ASH
MARKANT
ID no. 529 882

Plank 1-Strip
CANADIAN MAPLE
MARKANT
ID no. 524 916

Plank 1-Strip 4V
LARCH
MARKANT
brushed
ID no. 526 110

Plank 1-Strip Plaza 4V
OAK WHITE
MARKANT
deep brushed
ID no. 533 496

Plank 1-Strip Plaza 4V
OAK
MARKANT
deep brushed
ID no. 533 494

Plank Toscana 2V
OAK LIGHT WHITE
MARKANT
brushed
ID no. 531 989

Plank Toscana 4V
OAK WHITE
MARKANT
brushed
ID no. 530 159

Plank Toscana 2V
OAK
MARKANT
brushed
ID no. 524 619

Plank Toscana 4V
OAK
MARKANT
brushed
ID no. 530 157

Plank Toscana 2V
SMOKED OAK
MARKANT
brushed
ID no. 529 106

Plank Toscana 4V
SMOKED OAK
MARKANT
brushed
ID no. 530 160

Plank Toscana
BEECH STEAMED
MARKANT
ID no. 517 924

Longstrip
OAK
TREND
ID no. 523 785
ID no. 523 786
ID no. 527 270

Longstrip
OAK
TREND
brushed
ID no. 524 632
ID no. 530 135

Longstrip
OAK
TREND
brushed
ID no. 532 912
sunProtect

Longstrip
OAK PURO SNOW
TREND
brushed
ID no. 533 344

Longstrip
OAK PURO WHITE
TREND
brushed
ID no. 533 343

Longstrip
OAK PURO SAND
TREND
brushed
ID no. 533 345

Longstrip
OAK PURO STONE
TREND
brushed
ID no. 533 348

Longstrip
OAK PURO BEIGE
TREND
brushed
ID no. 533 346

Longstrip
OAK PURO GREY
TREND
brushed
ID no. 533 347

Longstrip
OAK
TERRA
ID no. 523 787
ID no. 524 419

Longstrip
OAK PURO BROWN
TREND
brushed
ID no. 533 349

Longstrip
OAK PURO CARAMEL
TREND
brushed
ID no. 533 350

Longstrip
SMOKED OAK
FAMILY
ID no. 533 197

Longstrip
OAK
TERRA
brushed
ID no. 530 137

Longstrip
OAK
TERRA
ID no. 532 914
sunProtect
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PERMADUR natural matt
bioTec oil/wax finish

Longstrip
BEECH STEAMED
TREND
ID no. 523 789
ID no. 523 790

Longstrip
BEECH STEAMED
TUNDRA
ID no. 524 436

Longstrip
ASH ARCTIC WHITE
FAVORIT
ID no. 525 133

Longstrip
ASH LIGHT WHITE
FAVORIT
brushed
ID no. 531 988

Longstrip
ASH
TREND
ID no. 524 642

Longstrip
CANADIAN MAPLE
TREND
ID no. 523 809

Longstrip
SYCAMORE MAPLE
TREND
ID no. 523 810

Longstrip
AMERICAN CHERRY
TREND
ID no. 523 811
ID no. 528 713

Longstrip
AMBER ROBINIA
EXQUISIT/TREND
ID no. 523 814

naturaLin plus natural oil finish
w/o finish

2VM: 2-sided micro bevel (on the long
sides)

2V: 2-sided bevel (on the long sides)
4V: 4-sided bevel
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Nature is our
neighbour

After all, we manufacture our floors in the midst of beautiful nature. So it goes
without saying that everyone in our company is committed to its protection
and shares the same goal – to integrate sustainability into our daily lives.
Respect for the environment runs in our family, as does an innovative mind.
Both has made us Germany’s leading parquet manufacturer. Founded by
Franz Paul Hamberger as a matchstick factory, brickworks and sawmill in
Rosenheim, Bavaria, in 1866 we are still a true family business, managed by
the company owners in the fourth and fifth generations. Our business in
natural wood products today extends far beyond beautiful floors for stylish,
comfortable living environments. With more than 2,000 employees the
Hamberger Industriewerke GmbH group of companies, which also includes
Hamberger Flooring GmbH & Co. KG, achieves an annual turnover of approx.
270 million euros. In addition to Germany as the largest single market, the
group’s products are exported to more than 90 countries around the world.
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A focus on quality –
whichever HARO floor
you choose
We not only offer a wide range of different
parquets. Our many years of experience in wood
manufacturing are also applied to the engineering
and production of our other floor coverings. Who
would know better what authentic wood styles
have to look like than Germany’s leading parquet
manufacturer: HARO.
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Laminate flooring from Germany’s leading
parquet manufacturer.

CELENIO by HARO
The unique wood floor.

DISANO by HARO
The design floor for healthy living.

HARO Cork Floor
Bringing nature into your home.
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Hamberger Flooring GmbH & Co. KG
Postfach 10 03 53, 83003 Rosenheim, Germany, Phone +49 8031 700-0, Fax +49 8031 700-600, E-Mail info@haro.com
www.haro.com

